SUBSTANCE LIMITED
INTERIOR DESIGNER INTERN

ABOUT SUBSTANCE
Substance is an award-winning multidisciplinary branding and interior design agency
focusing on high-end F&B, hospitality and residential projects.
At the very epicenter of Hong Kong’s design revolution, our 25-person shop uses design as a
tool to rejuvenate culture and local neighborhoods, creating works of substance that make
Hong Kong a place people look to for inspiration. Ever daring and ever curious, we are
constantly venturing into new projects and industries, including the launch of our exclusive
line of furniture and lighting.
We attract the type of clients who appreciate uniquely crafted designs and that allow us to
do things we could have only dreamed of. With commissions spanning the globe, we are
now active in Hong Kong, Paris, Niseko, Hoi An, Singapore, Bali and Megève.
Curious? Visit us at www.aworkofsubstance.com

JOB DESCRIPTION
We are looking for a young and high calibre Interior Designer Intern to join our design studio
in Hong Kong and become part of our family. You will be working with Clients that range
from major global brands to boutique start-ups, with no project ever being the same.
The successful candidate will be both an independent problem solver, as well as a proven
team player when it comes to getting the job done. We’re looking for an individual who
takes details and aesthetics seriously, and is interested in taking on the most challenging and
rewarding projects around the globe.

Responsibilities
-

Developing initial ideas and acquiring key information about potential projects,
discussing requirements in detail with the team.
Researching and gathering information and photographs relating to the project.
Conducting feasibility studies for projects.
Preparing detailed working drawings, designs, plans, models and schemes, using
computer-aided design (CAD) software.
Producing samples or mood boards for presentation to clients.
Sourcing products, e.g. furniture, lighting, finishes, decoration, and providing samples

for clients.
Requirements
-

Good knowledge of full set drawings including tender, construction and detail
Highly attentive to detail
Well-organized and reliable
Good time-management and project-juggling skills
Able to design, produce details & working drawings
Good command of English, Cantonese and/or Mandarin is a plus
High level proficiency of AutoCAD a must, good command of Adobe Suite and free hand
sketches will be considered a definite advantage

Please send your resume (in English) and portfolio to: hello@substance.hk

